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요 약

궤도 각운동량(OAM, Orbital Angular Momentum)은 미래 6G 통신을 위한 후보 기술 중 하나이며, 비직교 다

중 접속(NOMA, Non-orthogonal Multiple Access)와 결합하여 데이터 용량을 향상시킬 수 있다. 본 논문에서는

송신부의 고정 전력 할당과 수신부의 다중 사용자 신호 간섭 제거 (SIC, Successive Interference Cancellation)를

고려한다. 현실적인 시나리오에서는 SIC에서 오류가 발생할 수 있기 때문에 이로 인한 SIC 성능 저하가 예상할

수 있다. 본 논문에서는 NOMA 기반 OAM (OAM-NOMA) 시스템에서의 SIC 오류로 인한 영향에 대한 성능 분

석을 진행한다. 모의 실험 결과를 보면 OAM-NOMA의 용량은 SIC 오류로 인해 감소하지만 특정 지점을 기준으

로 OMA-OAM 혹은 NOMA 시스템보다 성능이 뛰어남이 확인된다.

Key Words : 6G, Wireless communication, Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), Orbital angular

momentum (OAM), Imperfect successive interference cancellation (SIC)

ABSTRACT

Orbital angular momentum is one of the best candidates for future 6G communication and in combination

with NOMA, enhanced data rates can be achieved by utilizing non-orthogonal resource allocation of NOMA

and orthogonal OAM modes. In this paper, at the transmitter side fixed power allocation and at the receiver

side, successive interference cancelation (SIC) for the removal of multiuser interference is considered. In

practical scenarios, in the SIC process, errors can occur leading to residual interference reducing the system

capacity. This paper analyzes the effect of imperfection in successive interference cancellation (SIC) for

non-coaxial orbital angular momentum based non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) communication for

multiple users. The simulation results show that although the capacity of OAM-NOMA reduces with the

imperfect SIC but it performs better than the conventional methods such as orthogonal multiple access

(OMA-OAM) and NOMA when the error in SIC process is not too large.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

The data hungry applications such as virtual

reality (VR), augmented reality (AR) and massive

internet of things (mIoT) will require a higher data

rate as well as reliability which has motivated

research towards the next generation of wireless

communication which is 6G. 6G is expected to solve

these problems as the expected data rate of 6G will

be ten times higher than that of 5G with a peak data

rate of up to 1THz/sec and reliability of

99.99999%[1]. Different technologies are being

explored for the future 6G wireless communication

and orbital angular momentum is one of the

technologies receiving attention in this regard[2].

Orbital angular momentum (OAM) refers to the

wavefront propagating with the spiral phase front

and was proven to have applications in wireless

communication[3]. OAM provides another degree of

freedom (DoF) for data transmission with the help

of OAM modes, unlike other conventional

technologies where a signal is transmitted using

amplitude, phase, time, frequency and/or

polarization. These OAM modes are orthogonal to

each other when transmitter and receiver are coaxial,

hence, there is no inter-symbol interference (ISI) and

inter-mode interference (IMI) and multiple OAM

modes can be transmitted simultaneously, which

greatly improves capacity.

Different methods have been introduced for the

generation of OAM using different antenna types

such as spiral phase antenna[4], resonant cavity[5],

metamaterials[6] and phased antenna arrays[7]. The

most common type of antenna for the generation of

OAM is a uniform circular array (UCA), which is

also used in this paper. Several experiments have

been conducted to prove the effectiveness of OAM

in wireless communication. The first such

experiment was conducted by NTT and NTT

successfully transmitted data over 10 meters distance

with a data rate of 100 Gbps[8]. OAM can be also

utilized for long-distance communication as the

validity of OAM for long-distance communication is

proved in [9]. OAM is combined with other

technologies such as MIMO[10] and NOMA[11] for

further enhancement of data rate.

Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is a

multiple access technique in which multiple users

are multiplexed together either in the power domain

or code domain[12]. In the downlink power domain

NOMA, different power is allocated for different

users based on their channel conditions and due to

low complexity fixed power allocation (FPA) is

adopted. In the case of FPA, each user is assigned

with a fixed power based on the distance from the

base station so the user with the maximum distance

from the base station gets high power allocation by

the base station as compared to the near users. This

power allocation has a significant effect on the

overall performance of NOMA. By utilizing this

power difference, the users decode their signals. In

other words, different users’ data is transmitted

using a single superimposed signal with the

exploitation of the power domain in a single

resource block[13]. This resource sharing among the

users leads to interference which can be mitigated

with the help of successive interference cancelation

(SIC) at the receiver side[14].

In the SIC process, the users receive a

superimposed signal, decode the information with

the higher power allocation and subtract it from the

total signal to extract the information with the low

power[12]. Moreover, SIC is performed by the users

in the order of higher channel gains and the user

with the lowest channel gain does not perform SIC.

As the number of users increases, the decoding time

and the receiver complexity also increase as SIC has

to be done several times[15]. Moreover, in practical

scenarios errors can occur in the SIC process

resulting the deterioration of the capacity.

NOMA-OAM-MIMO is proposed in [16] for the

capacity enhancement with perfect SIC and two

users’ case with misalignments between the base

station and users. In [11], authors have explored

NOMA-OAM system and compared with

OMA-OAM, also the transmitter and receivers are

coaxial to each other and perfect SIC is assumed.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, there is no prior

work about the NOMA-OAM for multiple users

with imperfect SIC and misaligned case of
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Fig. 1. Non-Coaxial OAM-NOMA system model

transmitter and receiver. So, in this paper, the effect

of imperfection in SIC on the performance of

OAM-NOMA for multiple users is analyzed while

also considering the misalignment issues between

the transmitter and receivers. The effect of different

power allocation on the sum capacity is also

analyzed using simulation results. Moreover, the

simulation results show that with the imperfect SIC

the system capacity reduces but is still higher than

other schemes when the imperfection in SIC is

small.

The remaining of the paper is organized as:

section II explains the system model, and in section

III capacity analysis is discussed. Section IV

analyzes the results and finally, the paper is

concluded in section V.

Ⅱ. System Model

In this paper, downlink OAM-NOMA with three

users is considered as shown in Fig. 1. There is a

base station (BS) having a uniform circular array

(UCA) with antenna elements and three users

namely near user as , middle user as and far

user as , each user is equipped with a single

uniform circular array (UCA) having antenna

elements. These elements in the UCAs are uniformly

distributed around the circle. The distance between

the centers of UCA at the base station and the

center of UCA at is . Also, the

distance between the antenna element of the

base station UCA and the antenna element of

receiver UCA at is . Using this

configuration, the total available modes are

. By utilizing OAM

modes, BS transmits data towards the users with

different power allocation within each OAM mode

having perfect channel state information (CSI).

For antenna elements, the transmit data vector

is:

(1)

As per the NOMA principle,

(2)

where , and are the power allocation factors

for , and , is the total power, and ,

and are the data symbols intended for , and

, respectively. The modulation of with the

OAM mode is:

(3)

As discussed earlier the total OAM modes are

For the process of transmitting

multiple OAM modes simultaneously, modulation

vectors are multiplexed together:

(4)
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Fig. 3. U2 capacity vs SNR.

Fig. 2. U1 capacity vs SNR.

The channel matrix with misalignment of BS and

users , and , between the antenna

element of the UCA at BS and the antenna

element of is[16]:

(5)

where,

(6)

and

=

(7)

The basic angle of the antenna element at

user is . The attenuation

and phase rotations caused by the antenna elements

in denoted by and has a constant value. and

denote the UCA radius at the users and base

station. λ is the wavelength of the carrier frequency.

is the included angle between the x- axis and the

projection of the line from the center of the Tx

UCAs to the center of receiving UCAs on the

transmit plane. , and are the included

angles between the z-axis and the line connecting

the centers of base station UCA and receivers’ ,

and UCAs. can be defined as:

(8)

and

=

(9)

Where is the angle between the z-axis and the

central line from the UCA at the BS to the user .

The OAM signal received by the users , and

can be represented as

(10)

(11)
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Fig. 4. U3 capacity vs SNR.

(12)

Where , and are the random

AWGN with zero mean and variance at

receive antenna element of the user , and ,

respectively.

Ⅲ. Capacity Analysis

The signal to noise ratio (SNR) for users ,

and , with imperfect SIC is

(13)

(14)

(15)

where is transmit SNR and is

the SIC imperfection parameter which arises when

the receiver is unable to remove the interference

caused by other users’ signals[18].

The capacity equations for , , and sum

capacity denoted as , , and ,

respectively, can be expressed as

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

where , and are the channel eigenvalues

for , and , respectively. Furthermore,

and full rank matrices

which are are considered in this paper.

For OMA-OAM, the rate equations for ,

and and sum capacity denoted as , ,

and , respectively, can be expressed as

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

where

(24)
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(25)

(26)

The factor is the eq. (20-22) indicate that there

is a multiplexing loss of due to the division in a

resource block that is time in this case because time

division multiple access (TDMA) is utilized to serve

the users.

In case of NOMA, the capacity equations can be

given as:

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

Fig. 5. Sum capacity vs SNR.

Ⅳ. Result Analysis

In this section, the simulation results which show

the effect of imperfect SIC on the capacity of

OAM-NOMA are presented for three user case. The

simulation parameters are M = N = 4, = 0.05,

0.15, 0.8 fixed power allocation is

adopted[19], , λ =0.01m, Rm = rn = λ, d1 = 10

λ, d2 = 20λ, d2 = 30λ = 0, =

0.01 and = 1. As you can see in Fig. 2-5,

OAM-NOMA provides better results than the other

schemes that are OMA-OAM and NOMA and it is

because of the OAM, multiple orthogonal beams

serve the users in the same resource

block(time/frequency) which is only used to serve a

single user in case of OMA-OAM resulting in low

capacity for OMA-OAM. The capacity values for

NOMA are the lowest as in one resource block one

beam is serving both users. In the case of perfect

SIC, the capacity increases linearly but when there

is an imperfection in the SIC process, the near user

, and middle user , capacity increases up to a

certain point and then approaches a constant value

capacity increases up to a certain point and then

approaches a constant value and is always less than

the perfect SIC case as in Fig. 1. In Fig. 4, it can

be seen that the capacity for both perfect SIC and

imperfect SIC cases remains the same which is due

to the fact that in NOMA, far user do not perform

SIC.

In Fig. 6, sum capacity of the system is analyzed

by allocating different powers to different users. It is

clear from Fig. 6 that this system is more robust to

the changes in the power allocations. As by

increasing or decreasing power allocation of a user,

its capacity increased or decreased, respectively, but

the overall, system performance nearly remains the

same.

In Fig. 7, sum capacity is analyzed for different

values of imperfect SIC parameter (

and ) and perfect SIC ( ) and it

is obvious that if the imperfection in SIC is

increased significantly, OAM-NOMA performance

deteriorates in such a way that its capacity reduces

significantly which shows that the large errors in
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Fig. 6. Sum capacity vs SNR for different power
allocations.

Fig. 7. Sum capacity vs SNR for different values of
imperfect SIC parameter.

SIC can significantly reduce the OAM-NOMA

system capacity.

Ⅴ. Conclusion

In this paper, the capacity of OAM-NOMA is

analyzed with imperfect SIC for three users. It has

been proved using simulation results that the

OAM-NOMA system with imperfect SIC provides

better capacity as compared with other conventional

schemes when the error in SIC is not too large. In

future, this system can be analyzed with imperfect

channel state information as well as OAM

inter-mode interference and OAM mode divergence

issues. Furthermore, this system can be analyzed

with deep learning and for uplink transmission [20,

21].
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